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Abstract
The polarization of  baryons from Z decays is studied with the Aleph apparatus.
Evidence of longitudinal polarization of s quarks from Z decay is observed for the rst time.
The measured longitudinal  polarization is P

L
=  0:32 0:07 for z = p=p
beam
> 0:3. This
agrees with the prediction of  0:39  0:08 from the standard model and the constituent
quark model, where the error is due to uncertainties in the mechanism for  production.
The observed  polarization is diluted with respect to the primary s quark polarization by
 baryons without a primary s quark. Measurements of the  forward-backward asymmetry
and of the correlation between back-to-back 

 pairs are used to check this dilution. In
addition the transverse  polarization is measured. An indication of transverse polarization,
more than two standard deviations away from zero, is found along the normal to the plane
dened by the thrust axis and the  direction.
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1 Introduction
In this letter a measurement of the longitudinal and transverse polarization of  baryons in Z
decays is presented. The  polarization is measured from the decay ! p
 
(charge conjugation
is implied throughout the text) using data collected with the Aleph apparatus from 1991 to 1994.
In the standard model down-type quarks from Z decay are strongly lefthanded. In the simple
quark picture of  baryons, the  spin is that of its constituent s quark and primary s quarks will
transmit all of their polarization to the directly produced 's. On the other hand 's produced
from primary u or d quarks as well as 's coming from secondary fragmentation processes are not
expected be longitudinally polarized.
In order to estimate the fraction of 's containing a primary quark or a quark from the weak
decay of a heavy quark, the  forward-backward asymmetry and the correlation between high-
energy back-to-back 

 pairs are measured. The fraction of 's with a primary s quark is taken
from Jetset [1], which also provides the probability that a  has resulted from the decay of a
heavier baryon. The  polarization from decays of hyperons with a primary s quark has been
estimated [2] using the constituent quark model. Within the uncertainties of the  production
mechanism, estimated from comparisons with data, the standard model and the constituent quark
model provide a prediction of the longitudinal  polarization that can be compared with the
measurement.
It is well known that the constituent quark picture disagrees with the sum of quark spins in
the nucleons measured in polarized deep inelastic scattering [3]. However, the deviations from
the quark model prediction are localized at small momentum fraction x. At high x the deep
inelastic data agree well with the model, and this is also the case for the dierences between
hyperon magnetic moments [4]. It is therefore possible that the polarized fragmentation functions
will agree with the model for baryons at high z, where z is the fraction of the primary quark
momentum carried by the baryon.
Transverse polarization perpendicular to the production plane has been observed in inclusive
 production from hadron collisions since the 1960's [5]. In e
+
e
 
collisions the mechanism for 
production is dierent. It is not excluded, however, that transverse polarization could arise from
nal state interactions [6], although no quantitative prediction is available so far. A quantitative
prediction is available for transverse spin-spin correlations at the quark level [7, 8, 9]. In order to
observe the eect in hadronic events, the use of back-to-back 

 pairs has been suggested [9] and
is investigated in this paper.
2 The ALEPH detector
The Aleph detector has been described in detail elsewhere [10]. For this study it is mainly the
tracking capability of the detector that is relevant. Charged tracks are measured over the polar
angle range j cos j < 0:97 by an inner cylindrical drift chamber and a cylindrical time projection
chamber (TPC) immersed in an axial magnetic eld of 1.5 T. The properties of the TPC are
essential for the measurement of high energy  decays: radial coverage out to 1.8 m and up to 21
three-dimensional coordinates per track with a spatial precision of 173 m transverse to the beam
axis and 740 m along the beam axis [11]. Central tracks are in addition measured by a vertex
detector made of two barrels of silicon microstrip detectors with double-sided readout, situated at
6.5 and 11.3 cm from the beam axis and extending to j cos j = 0:84 and 0.69. For dimuon events
1
the momentum resolution is p=p = 0:0006  p (GeV=c)
 1
 0:005 when all tracking detectors are
used.
The TPC provides up to 338 measurements of the specic ionization, dE/dx, for each charged
track. For charged tracks with momenta above 3 GeV/c and with the maximum number of
samples, the truncated mean ionization of pions and protons are separated by three standard
deviations [11].
3 Selection and analysis of ! p
 
decays
A sample of three million hadronic events recorded over the years 1991-1994 is selected as described
in [12]. In these events all oppositely charged pairs of tracks with momenta larger than 200 MeV/c
and with at least ve TPC coordinates are tted to the hypothesis that they originate from the
decay of a  whose line of ight intersects the beam axis [13]. The tted parameters are the 
momentum, the decay vertex and decay angles and the z coordinate of the primary vertex. Since
each track is described by ve helix parameters, the t has three degrees of freedom.
A series of cuts is then applied to the sample of  candidates in order to suppress combinatorial
and K
0
background. The 
2
of the t must be less than 24. The mass pull, jM
meas
 M

j=
M
,
where 
M
is the resolution on the measured mass, must be less than four. The proper decay time
must be between 0.1 and 5 times the mean lifetime. Pairs of tracks from the primary vertex are
suppressed by the requirement that the two tracks be separated by at least 0.2 cm at their closest
approach to the beam axis in the perpendicular plane. The cosine of the decay angle must be less
than 0.95. If more than one V
0
hypothesis is available for the same charged tracks, a choice is
made between them. In some cases two  ts are available sharing both tracks, but with dierent
decay vertex positions. The vertex closest to the primary vertex is chosen if there are hits between
the two vertices, and the far vertex is chosen if there are no hits and some detector layers are
crossed in between the two vertices. If the hit pattern oers no guidance, the t with the best 
2
is chosen.
The specic ionization is used to further suppress the K
0
's. The dE/dx of the proton track
must not exceed the expected dE/dx by more than two . The ionization measured on the pion
track must be within three  of the expectation. The dE/dx requirement is only made if at
least 50 ionization samples are measured on the track with the TPC. If both a K
0
t and a  t
are available for the two tracks, the hypothesis most consistent with the dE/dx measurement is
chosen. If this measurement cannot be used, the hypothesis with the smallest mass pull is chosen.
The same selection procedure is applied to a sample of three million Monte Carlo events based
on the event generators Dymu [14] and Jetset 7.3. The Jetset parameters were tuned [15]
to reproduce the Aleph data as closely as possible. The Monte Carlo is used to estimate the
background in the selected sample of  candidates and to correct for the selection eciency.
The background contamination, dominated by K
0
's, varies from 7% to 20% when the momentum
fraction, z = p=p
beam
, goes from 0.15 to 0.5. The K
0
contribution in each momentum bin is scaled
by the ratio of the observed K
0
spectrum [12] to the generated one. Similarly, the simulated
momentum distribution of 's is weighted by an energy dependent factor in order to reproduce
the measured cross section [12]. The ! p
 
selection eciency is 36% at z  0:15 and 13% at
z  0:5. The invariant mass distribution and the proton dE/dx distribution of the simulated 
candidates are compared with the data at large momenta in Figure 1.
2
4 Longitudinal polarization measurement
In the parity violating decay,  ! p
 
, S and P wave nal states interfere. As a consequence,
the distribution of c

= cos 

, where 

is the angle between the  ight direction and the proton
in the  rest frame, becomes
r(c

) = 1 + P

L
c

; (1)
where  is 0:6420:013 for  [4] and  0:642 for

 by CP invariance, and P

L
is the  longitudinal
polarization. Since the s quark helicity is expected to be opposite that of the s quark, we expect
the same slope of the c

distribution for  and

. Hence r(c

) is tted with P

L
as the only
parameter to the distribution (c

) +

(c

), where (c

) is the measured  angular distribution,
corrected for background and eciency and normalized to unit integral. The assumption of equal
(c

) and

(c

) distributions is checked by tting r(c

) to the distribution (c

) +

( c

) which
gives the sum of the  and

 polarizations to be 0:028  0:042 for z > 0:3 with a 
2
per degree
of freedom of 18/18. This is compatible with the expected value of zero.
The t is good in each momentum interval. The result is shown in Figure 2a for z > 0:3 where
the sensitivity to polarization is expected to be large. At such large momenta the corrections
applied to the data are also large, as shown in Figure 2b. In Figure 3 and Table 1 the polarization
is shown as a function of momentum. Small corrections, less than 2% of the tted polarization,
are made for the precession of the  spin in the magnetic eld and for the resolution of the c

measurement. At high momentum the  longitudinal polarization is measured to be
P

L
=  0:320  0:040  0:056 for z > 0:3 ;
where the rst error is statistical and the second systematic. The 
2
per degree of freedom is 9/18
using statistical errors.
5 Systematic errors on the longitudinal polarization
The background contribution is taken from the Monte Carlo simulation. However, the dominant
K
0
component is rescaled in each momentumbin so that it agrees with the measured K
0
momentum
distribution. From studies of sidebands in the  mass distribution and in the proton ionization
distribution, presented in Figure 1 for large momentum's, an uncertainty less than 10% is found
in the background level for each momentum bin. Figure 1b shows that although the simulated
ionization peak is slightly shifted with respect to data, the background dominated tail agrees
well with data. The variation of the background fraction with decay angle is shown in Figure 2b
for high momentum 's where the background is largest. A 10% shift in this curve results in a
variation in the measured longitudinal polarization as shown in column 2 of Table 2.
The decay angle dependence of the acceptance, also shown in Figure 2b, features a dip around
cos 

= 0:2 from kinematically ambiguous =K
0
candidates for which the K
0
hypothesis is chosen.
If the choice between ambiguous hypotheses is omitted, the dip disappears and the background in
the sample doubles. This results in small shifts in the longitudinal polarization which are taken
as the systematic errors shown in column 3 of Table 2.
The most serious potential error source is a smooth linear rise of the acceptance with cos 

for high energy 's. This is visible in Figure 2b if the dip is ignored. An imperfect simulation of
3
the slope of the acceptance would directly feed into the result without increasing the 
2
of the t.
The slope increases with the energy of the , favouring decay pions with relatively low energy. For
low energy 's, the trend is reversed and low momentum pions are suppressed by the acceptance.
The K
0
acceptance has a similar dependence on the decay angle, though mirror symmetric about
90

. Here the corrected distribution is expected to be at. For K
0
's with z > 0:2 the slope of
the corrected distribution is found to be +0:013  0:021 in the interval 0 < c

< 1, while it is
0:09 before acceptance correction. Similarly, the corrected c

distribution for converted photons
in the same momentum interval is found to have a slope of  0:026  0:099, while the slope of
the acceptance is 0:40. For each distribution the hypothesis of a at shape is perfectly consistent
with the data after corrections. The slope of the V
0
acceptance is therefore found to be correctly
simulated within a relative uncertainty of 17%, obtained by combining the two measurements
of the relative dierence between the simulated and true slope. The corresponding systematic
uncertainties on the  polarization are listed in column 4 of Table 2. The individual experimental
uncertainties are added together in quadrature in Figure 3 and in Table 1.
6 Predicting the  longitudinal polarization
The longitudinal polarization of quarks from Z decay is well understood theoretically. It depends
on the quark avour, sin
2

W
, the polar angle and the collision energy [2]. The beam-energy and
polar angle dependences are very small. Using a value of 0.2322 for sin
2

W
and 90

for the polar
angle, an average polarization of  0:935 is predicted for down-type quarks at the Z peak. A
one-loop QCD calculation [16] shows that gluon radiation reduces the polarization of light quarks
by about 3%. Thus we expect P
s
L
=  0:91 with an uncertainty of about 1% .
In the quark model, the polarization of a  is that of its constituent s quark. The measured
sample comprises both 's containing primary s quarks from Z decay and 's containing s quarks
produced in the fragmentation process. The latter type is expected to have no longitudinal
polarization due to parity conservation in strong interactions. The fraction f of the measured
 sample containing a primary quark (or a quark from a weak decay of a primary quark) is
extracted directly from data using the two methods described in the following subsections. For
reasons of statistics, f is measured as an average over the interval z > 0:15. The primary s quark
contribution to f and the contribution to the polarization from secondary 's are then discussed.
A correction factor is determined for the Jetset or Herwig prediction of the fraction f
s
of 's
with a primary s quark. The expected polarization for these 's is multiplied by f
s
and the small
contribution from weak decays is added. In this way a prediction of the longitudinal polarization
is obtained together with an estimate of the uncertainty due to the  production mechanism.
6.1 Back-to-back correlations
The \hypercharge correlation" of back-to-back  pairs is dened as
f =
s


   






 +  +




;
where  denotes the number of events with a  in each hemisphere. This quantity directly
measures the fraction of 's with a primary quark, assuming that the probability for production
of a  not containing a primary quark is the same in the quark and anti-quark hemispheres. In
the data, 254 high energy pairs with z > 0:15 are found with the two 's in opposite hemispheres.
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After correcting for the estimated background of 55  8 events, the hypercharge correlation is
found to be f = 0:48 0:09. Jetset predicts a value of 0.51 and Herwig [17] of 0.32, when the
energy dependence of the acceptance over the interval z > 0:15 is taken into account. Thus, the
data agree with Jetset, while they favour a higher fraction of \leading" 's than predicted by
Herwig.
6.2 Forward-Backward asymmetry
Let c = cos  be the cosine of the  polar angle and (c) the uncorrected rate of  candidates as
a function of c. A part of the forward-backward asymmetry present at the quark level, A

FB
, is
transferred to the 's. The asymmetry is obtained from a one-parameter t of the function
r(c) =
8
3
A

FB
c
1 + c
2
to the distribution
r^(c) =
(c) 

(c)
(c) +

(c)
(1 + r
b
(c))
r
b
(c) =
2B(c)
(c) +

(c)  2B(c)
;
where B(c) is the background contribution which has no asymmetry according to the Monte Carlo.
The t range is  0:9 < c < 0:9. The detection eciency is expected to be equal for  and


and to cancel out, as conrmed by a comparison between detector level simulation and hadron
level simulation. Another check is performed by repeating the procedure with high energy K
0
's.
Identied K
0
! 
+

 
decays are labeled as particles if the 
+
carries more energy than the 
 
,
and as antiparticles in the opposite case. For z > 0:15 a K
0
asymmetry of 0:0008  0:0025 is
extracted from data. If the average value of r(c) is allowed to oat in the t, an excess of  over

 of 1:0%0:5% is found. This, however, does not change the tted values of A

FB
. The 
2
of the
ts is 12 for 7 degrees of freedom for z > 0:15 using statistical errors only. From these studies,
the systematic error on A

FB
includes a 10% variation of the background level and an additional
error of 0:003 from modelling the detection eciency.
A positive asymmetry, increasing with energy, is found in the data measured at the Z peak as
shown in Figure 4 and in Table 3. There is reasonable agreement with a calculation using Jetset
for the fraction of the 's with a given primary quark constituent and a standard model t to LEP
data for the quark asymmetries, A
down
FB
= 0:0957 and A
up
FB
= 0:0639 [18]. An asymmetry of 0:0384
is predicted for z > 0:15 (again taking into account the energy dependence of the  acceptance),
while the measured value for z > 0:15 is
A

FB
= 0:0450  0:0053 :
For z > 0:3, a value of 0:085  0:012 is found. This agrees well with the value 0:085  0:039
recently reported by Delphi [19] for 0:25 < z < 0:5. The Herwig generator predicts a much
smaller asymmetry, which is also shown in Figure 4. The ratio between the measured and predicted
asymmetries is interpreted as the ratio between the true and predicted fraction of 's containing
a primary quark.
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6.3 Sources of polarized 's
Primary quarks in 's are predicted by Jetset to be mostly s quarks (about 70% for z > 0:3
and 50% for z > 0:15). To estimate the uncertainty on this prediction, the Aleph measurements
of the ratio between  and proton multiplicities at z > 0:15 are studied. The measured ratio
is 0:45  0:04 [12, 20], which agrees within 10% with the Jetset prediction of 0.42. Similarly,
the value of the strange diquark suppression used in the Jetset simulation is determined with a
relative error of 14% from a global t [15] of Jetset parameters to Aleph and Petra data. It
is therefore assumed that the primary s quark contribution to the 's containing a primary quark
is correctly given by Jetset with a 14% uncertainty.
The polarization of 's from decays of hyperons with a primary s quark constituent has
been estimated [2] according to the quark model. The contribution of such secondary 's to the
measured sample is estimated with Jetset. Direct measurements of  and  hyperons yield
total multiplicities consistent with Jetset, except perhaps in the case of 

, for which Opal
and Delphi measure about half the predicted multiplicity [21, 22] whereas Aleph nds better
agreement with Jetset [23]. Therefore half of the contribution to the polarization from 

is
included in the uncertainty of the prediction. Hyperon states with orbital angular momentum are
ignored.
Polarization can also be transferred to 's from weak decays of heavy baryons. The 
b
polarization has been measured to be  0:23
+0:25
 0:21
[24]. The 
c
polarization is expected to be
smaller than the 
b
polarization [25]. The large negative asymmetry parameter measured in some

c
decays [26, 27] suggests that some of the longitudinal polarization carried by heavy avour
baryons is transferred to the 's. Even unpolarized baryons decaying weakly into 's contribute
to the  polarization because the `trigger bias' of the high-energy  selection favours forward
decays and results in a negative longitudinal polarization. The longitudinal polarization of 's
from  decays is calculated to be  0:06 on average, while the  polarization from heavy avor
baryon decays is assumed to be in the range  0:25 0:25. This also covers the uncertainty in the
heavy quark tagging purity.
6.4 Longitudinal  polarization prediction
The average ratio between measured and predicted values of the forward-backward asymmetry
and back-to-back correlation is interpreted as a correction to the predicted contribution to the 's
from primary quarks. The average ratio between the measurements and the Jetset predictions
is found to be 1:07  0:11 for z > 0:15 (assumed to be the same at all energies). Including
the estimated 14% uncertainty in the primary avour mixture, the correction factor becomes
1:07  0:17. The corresponding correction to Herwig is 2:17  0:27. All sources of 's with a
primary s quark are corrected by this factor.
The expected share of the  production from each source is multiplied by the expected 
polarization shown in Table 4, and the contributions are added. An extra dilution factor ranging
from 0.95 at z = 0:15 to 0.99 at z = 0:4 is applied to take the angle between the quark and 
directions into account. The predicted polarization using both Jetset and Herwig is shown
in Figure 3 together with the estimated uncertainty. The Jetset prediction is identical to the
earlier calculation [2], except for the correction factor and the contribution from weak decays.
For z > 0:3, the predicted polarization is  0:39  0:08 using Jetset which agrees well with the
measurement. The corrected Herwig prediction also agrees with data.
6
7 Transverse polarization measurement
The  transverse polarization is investigated along the axis a^ dened by p^
thrust
 p^

, where p^
thrust
is the thrust axis direction in the  hemisphere and p^

is the  direction. These are the two
measured directions relevant for inclusive q !  + X fragmentation. Transverse polarization
could only arise from fragmentation eects, since transverse polarization of primary quarks is
suppressed by a factor m
q
=
p
s from helicity conservation in vector and axial vector couplings.
However, nal state interactions do not necessarily conserve helicity, and nal state transverse
polarization of hadrons is not forbidden by P and C symmetries [6].
As in the longitudinal case, the transverse polarization can be extracted from a t of the
function (1) to the distribution of cos
p
, where 
p
is the angle in the  rest frame between the
proton and a^. In this case, however, the eciency and the background is expected to be mirror
symmetric around cos 
p
= 0. This is conrmed with an accuracy of 0.2% by the Monte Carlo
simulation presented in Figure 5b. Assuming this symmetry a priori, it is possible to make an
estimate of the transverse polarization which is almost independent of apparatus simulation. The
asymmetry
A
T
=
N

(cos 
p
)  N

(  cos 
p
)
N

(cos
p
) +N

(  cos
p
)
;
where N

is the measured  rate corrected for the symmetrized eciency and background, is
tted by the function P

T
j cos 
p
j. The result is shown in Figure 5a for p
T
> 0:3 GeV/c, where
p
T
is the transverse momentum measured relative to the thrust axis.
No signicant dierence between the measured  and

 polarization is found in the data.
Neither is any p
T
dependence observed, as shown in Table 1, nor any energy dependence. The
average result for the transverse polarization of  and

 is
P

T
= 0:016  0:007 for p
T
> 0:3 GeV=c
P

T
= 0:019  0:007 for p
T
> 0:6 GeV=c ;
with a 
2
per degree of freedom of 5/9 and 3/9, respectively. The errors are statistical only.
According to Figure 5b, the eciency has a minimum at cos 
p
= 0. This feature is even more
pronounced for K
0
decays and electrons from  conversions, and the simulation of the acceptance
is checked by repeating the measurement for K
0
candidates and converted  candidates:
P
K
0
T
=  0:002  0:003 for p
T
> 0:3 GeV=c
P

T
= 0:002  0:007 for p
T
> 0:3 GeV=c ;
with a 
2
per degree of freedom of 7/9 and 8/9, respectively.
In conclusion, an indication for transverse polarization of inclusively produced 's from Z decay
is observed above the two  level. It should be noted that a 100% polarization along p^
quark
 p^

would result in a measured polarization of 85% for p
T
> 0:3 GeV/c due to the experimental
resolution of the thrust axis direction.
In order to study transverse polarization related to the primary quarks, which is theoretically
forbidden, an energy cut is applied to the  sample. The result for the polarization along the a^ axis
is P

T
= 0:0180:021 for p
T
> 0:3 GeV=c and z > 0:15. If the thrust axis is replaced by the z-axis
of the laboratory, thus measuring the  polarization along the normal to the scattering plane,
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no signicant polarization is observed: P

out
=  0:011  0:016 for z > 0:15. The net transverse
polarization in the scattering plane, along p^

 (z^  p^

), is found to be P

in
=  0:015  0:015 for
z > 0:15. A small transverse polarization of order  1% is actually expected along those axis as a
result of the Larmor precession of the longitudinal spin. In conclusion, no indication is seen for
transverse polarization at the primary quark level.
Although the quarks from the decay of an intermediate boson have no net transverse
polarization, the standard model predicts a correlation between the spins of the quark and the
antiquark [7, 8, 9]. To investigate this experimentally, back-to-back 

 pairs with z > 0:15
are used. The asymmetry between decays with parallel and antiparallel proton and antiproton
projections along the normal to the scattering plane is an estimator of the spin correlation.
However, after integrating over all angles and applying dilution factors, the expected size of the
estimator is smaller than 1%. Since the estimator is measured to be  0:10  0:11, the data are
found to have too little sensitivity for a measurement of this eect.
8 Conclusions
The longitudinal polarization of  baryons from Z decay is measured to be  0:320:07 for z > 0:3.
The predicted value based on the standard model and the constituent quark model is  0:390:08,
in good agreement with the measurement.
In addition, the  transverse polarization has been studied. The data indicate a signal for 
transverse polarization above the two  level.
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z P

L
p
T
(GeV/c) P

T
0.1 { 0.15  0:029  0:024 0.3 { 0.6 0:006  0:014
0.15 { 0.2  0:113  0:036 0.6 { 0.9 0:035  0:015
0.2 { 0.3  0:085  0:041 0.9 { 1.2 0:000  0:017
0.3 { 0.4  0:263  0:072 1.2 { 1.5 0:024  0:019
0.4 { 1.0  0:432  0:100 > 1:5 0:015  0:012
Table 1: The polarization of 's from Z decay. The longitudinal polarization is binned in
z = p

=p
beam
, while the transverse polarization is binned in the  transverse momentum with
respect to the thrust axis. The numbers are averages over  and

 such that a positive sign on the
longitudinal polarization refers to positive helicity for  and negative helicity for

, while a positive
sign on the transverse polarization refers to a positive spin projection along the thrust  (

)
direction. The errors include systematic errors.
z background K
0
= resolving acceptance slope statistics
0.1 { 0.15 0.004 0.010 0.001 0.021
0.15 { 0.2 0.006 0.010 0.017 0.029
0.2 { 0.3 0.010 0.010 0.023 0.031
0.3 { 0.4 0.012 0.005 0.049 0.051
0.4 { 1.0 0.020 0.005 0.063 0.075
Table 2: Contributions to the experimental uncertainties on the  longitudinal polarization.
z hzi A

FB
(measured) A

FB
(Jetset)
0.1 { 0.15 0.122 0:0105  0:0064 0.015
0.15 { 0.2 0.173 0:0300  0:0080 0.023
0.2 { 0.3 0.241 0:0402  0:0090 0.039
0.3 { 0.4 0.342 0:061  0:016 0.060
0.4 { 1.0 0.495 0:130  0:022 0.080
Table 3: Forward{backward asymmetry of 's. The errors include systematic errors.
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Source of  z > 0:3 z > 0:15 Polarization
fragmentation 20% 47% 0
!  3% 7%  0:06
u 4% 2% 0
d 5% 3% 0
s!  31% 13%  0:91
s!  4% 2%  0:50
s! 
0
4% 1%  0:10
s! 

16% 7%  0:50
c,b baryon 7% 8%  0:25
c,b meson 6% 9% 0
Table 4: Relative contributions to the  sample in Jetset, corrected as described in the text, and
the predicted longitudinal polarization from each source. The two rst rows refer to 's without
a primary quark and the following rows to 's containing a primary quark or a primary quark
descendant from weak decays.
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Figure 1: a) The invariant mass distribution of the nal ! p sample at very high momentum.
b) The distribution of R
I
= (I
meas
  I
expect
)=
I
, where I
meas
is the measured ionization, dE/dx,
on the proton track, I
expect
is the ionization expected for a proton and 
I
is the resolution of the
ionization measurement. The  candidates in this gure satisfy all selection criteria except for
those involving dE/dx.
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Figure 2: a) Fit of the longitudinal  polarization to the corrected decay angle distribution for
z > 0:3. b) Eciency and background fraction to the ! p
 
sample with z > 0:3.
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Figure 3: The measured longitudinal  polarization is shown as dots. The Jetset prediction
after multiplying by a correction factor of 1.07 is shown as a solid line. The dashed lines indicate
the estimated uncertainty of the Jetset prediction. The Herwig prediction after multiplication
by a correction factor of 2.17 is shown as a dotted line.
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Figure 4: The measured forward{backward asymmetry of 's (dots) together with predictions
using Jetset and the standard model t to LEP measurements (solid curve). The Herwig
prediction is shown as a dotted curve.
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Figure 5: a) Fit of the transverse  polarization to data with p
T
> 0:3 GeV=c. b) Eciency and
background fraction to the ! p
 
sample with p
T
> 0:3 GeV=c.
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